Complex survey designs often involve unequal selection probabilities of clusters or units within clusters. When estimating models for complex survey data, scaled weights are incorporated into the likelihood, producing a pseudo likelihood. In a 3-level weighted analysis for a binary outcome, we implemented two methods for scaling the sampling weights in the National Health Survey of Pakistan (NHSP). For NHSP with health care utilization as a binary outcome we found age, gender, household (HH) goods, urban/rural status, community development index, province and marital status as significant predictors of health care utilization (p-value < 0.05). The variance of the random intercepts using scaling method 1 is estimated as 0.0961 (standard error 0.0339) for PSU level, and 0.2726 (standard error 0.0995) for household level respectively. Both estimates are significantly different from zero (p-value < 0.05) and indicate considerable heterogeneity in health care utilization with respect to households and PSUs. The results of the NHSP data analysis showed that all three analyses, weighted (two scaling methods) and un-weighted, converged to almost identical results with few exceptions. This may have occurred because of the large number of 3rd and 2nd level clusters and relatively small ICC. We performed a simulation study to assess the effect of varying prevalence and intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs) on bias of fixed effect parameters and variance components of a multilevel pseudo maximum likelihood (weighted) analysis. The simulation results showed that the performance of the scaled weighted estimators is satisfactory for both scaling methods. Incorporating simulation into the analysis of complex multilevel surveys allows the integrity of the results to be tested and is recommended as good practice.
Simulations for Complex Survey, Pseudo Likelihood, Three-Level Data
Introduction
Multilevel modeling (MLM) of complex survey data is an approach increasingly being used in public health research. The influence of contextual factors on public health has been considered as important in recent public health research [1] .
The standard multilevel modeling approach can properly estimate parameters and standard errors for clustered data that have resulted from equal probability sampling [2] . However, with unequal probabilities of selection the standard MLM does not estimate the model parameters and their standard errors appropriately [3] [4] .
Complex survey designs often involve unequal selection probabilities of clusters and/or people within clusters. The survey includes design (sampling) weights to account for unequal selection probabilities. When estimating multilevel models that are based on complex survey data, sampling weights are incorporated into the likelihood, producing a pseudo likelihood [1] [4] [5] [6] .
In this paper we explore the utility of multilevel modeling of three-level survey data with a binary outcome by incorporating weights in the estimation procedure to investigate the determinants of health seeking behavior of Pakistani population. It is important to understand a comprehensive picture of patterns of disease, conditions, and risk factors which affect the health of Pakistanis and their uptake of services.
We apply this methodology on the National Health Survey of Pakistan (NHSP) as our example of real data in survey research. The NHSP was a cross-sectional survey and provides a comprehensive picture of patterns of disease, conditions, and risk factors which affect the health of the people of Pakistan and their uptake of services. In the NHSP data primary sampling units (PSUs) are at level 3, households at level 2 and individuals at level 1. The outcome of interest in this paper is health care utilization coded as a binary outcome.
The most important recommendation for precise estimation of model parameters in weighted analysis is to have larger cluster sizes. Simulation studies have revealed that the regression coefficients are biased for small cluster sizes [7] [8]. In the literature a cluster size greater than 20 is considered as reasonably large cluster size for 2 level data for weighted multilevel analyses [1] . It is also important to normalize the weights at each level of the data. Including weights without scaling those produces biased parameter estimates especially with small cluster sizes. The weights scaling method is considered to be a bias reduction technique (Asparouhov, 2008) .
Two scaling methods are commonly used, but there is no general method available which can deal with all types of design and data issues [7] [9] . The scaling of the top level weights will not influence the estimates of slopes and standard error [3] [7] [8] . Simulation studies have reported that the size of clus-ter, intra-class correlation, informativeness of weights (e.g. where the design weights correlate with the outcome), and the type of outcome variable all affect the results of a scaling method [1] .
Our literature search observed that three-level weighted analyses have been reported rarely. We found two important methodological papers [1] [3] that have discussed and implemented multilevel analysis for complex survey designs using real data. The applications and simulations that they report are limited to two-level data only. Jenkins [10] discusses weighted and un-weighted analysis for three-level data based on a simulation study. However, their simulation study for a binary outcome was rather modest. We are demonstrating methodology for analyzing real three-level binary complex survey data. In addition we conducted and report a thorough simulation study.
The objective of the study is to conduct MPML approach to estimate model parameters for determinants of health care utilization taking sampling weight into account for a three-level complex survey design with healthcare utilization as a binary outcome. These parameter estimates will leads to determination of contextual and individual level predictors of health care utliztion. In addition we assessed the performance of MPML for three-level binary complex survey data by conducting a simulation study that has focused on varying the prevalence of the binary outcome and the intraclass correlation (ICC) at the third (PSU) and the second (household) level simultaneously.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In methods section we describe the methodology for a multilevel analysis of three-level binary response data. We study two approaches for conducting the multilevel analysis using data from the NHSP. The first approach uses multilevel maximum marginal likelihood (MML) estimation (un-weighted analysis). The second approach uses MPML estimation with sampling weights (weighted analysis). In the weighted analysis section we apply two weight scaling methods, suggested in literature by [1] and [3] , for three-level data. The scaling methods are used to normalize weights at each level. In application section we apply the proposed methodology to the NHSP data. In simulation section we report a simulation study that was conducted to assess the impact of different prevalence of the binary outcome, and ICCs at different clustering levels on the bias of estimators of multilevel pseudo maximum likelihood (weighted analysis) using the two scaling methods. Finally we conclude this paper with a detailed discussion.
Methods

Sampling Weight Adjustment
The design probability for a sampling unit is a feature of the survey design and is assumed to be known before data analysis. If the design probabilities are informative they are correlated with the response. The weights are defined as the inverse of the probability of selection for the sampling unit.
Weighting Scheme of Three-Level Data
Let us first consider the weighting strategy for three-level data. The 3rd (PSU) level weight can be computed as the reciprocal of the probability that PSU k was selected from the sampling frame. It is defined as 1 
Multilevel Model for Three-Level Complex Survey Data
Consider a dichotomous outcome variable
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The probability of selection of the th k 3rd-level cluster at the initial stage is
and at the second stage th j 2nd level cluster is sampled with a conditional probability of
. At first level an individual i is sampled with a conditional probability of The log-likelihood contribution of a level 2 cluster, conditional on the random effect at level 3 is: The log-likelihood contribution of a 3rd level cluster is:
is the log-likelihood of a level 2 unit given the random effect of level 3, 
where y is the vector of all responses.
Pseudo Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method
The PML estimates are obtained by maximizing the weighted log-likelihood. The sampling weights are incorporated into the likelihood for estimation of parameters and their standard errors. We maximize the weighted pseudo likelihood with respect to the regression parameters.
The log-likelihood contribution of a level 2 unit, conditional on the random effect at level 3 is: 
The log-likelihood contribution of a 3rd level cluster is: 
.
The Equation (7) and (8) differ from (3) and (4), respectively, only by addition of the weights as factors in the summation.
Scaling Method 1
In scaling method 1 weights are standardized by summing the scaled weights over the sample size of the corresponding cluster such that the sum of the scaled weights becomes equal to the effective cluster size. It is suggested by Carle [1] that scaling method 1 provides the least biased estimate for between cluster variance. 
Scaling Method 2
In the scaling method 2 the scaled weights add up to sample sizes; the corresponding totals in method 1 are smaller [4] . 
Intraclass Correlation
The ICC for three level binary data can be defined for each level separately:
Application
The NHSP was a cross-sectional survey, conducted in 1990-1994. In the present application the outcome we are considering is health care utilization; if an individual had sought any medical care in the last 14 days the person was considered as utilizing health care. In the urban sampling frame a city/town was divided into enumeration blocks of 200 -250 households. The sample of the NHSP for urban areas was drawn from the list of these enumeration blocks. A sample of 2400 households was considered sufficient to obtain estimates of important characteristics at the national level with an acceptable sampling error [12] . A multistage cluster sampling design with stratification was employed to collect data in the NHSP. There were 8 strata corresponding to the four provinces in Pakistan divided into urban and rural areas. In the NHSP a PSU is a block of households (HHs) in urban areas, and a village of households in rural areas. At the first stage PSUs were selected from each stratum with probability proportionate to size with respect to the number of households in the urban strata and to the population of the village in the rural strata. In total 80 PSUs were sampled, and out of these 32 were drawn from urban areas and 48 from rural areas. In the 2 nd stage, on average 30 households were selected through systematic random sampling from each PSU. All subjects residing in the 2400 households were se-lected for the study. The household non-response rate was 3.1% in the NHSP and the overall individual non-response rate was 7.6%. A total of 18,315 subjects were interviewed. For our analysis we considered health care utilization by subjects aged 14 years and older. As the objective is to determine the association of individual, household and PSU level characteristics with health care utilization, subjects younger than 14 years were excluded as their health seeking behavior would be determined by their guardians.
Out the total of 18,315 subjects interviewed in NHSP, 9856 were aged 14 years and older. However, the number of individuals in our analysis is smaller because of missing data. We excluded subjects with missing values and performed a complete case analysis. The socio-demographic characteristics differ by less than 3% between the sample n = 9856 and the subset (n = 8454) used for this study suggesting that our findings will be representative of the Pakistani population aged 14 years and above. Two separate weight adjustments were applied for nonresponse at the household level and for individual level, respectively.
Nine explanatory variables were considered across the three levels as potential predictors of health care utilization. The PSU level explanatory variables are urban/rural status, province, and community development index for community development index we used the results provided by Hadden et al. [13] to assign an index value to each PSU. The household level variables are ownership of household goods and household size and the individual level explanatory variables are age, gender, marital status and literacy.
Statistical Analysis
Three-level un-weighted multivariable logistic regression model was regressed on covariates selected in the univariate analysis. The specified significance level for a variable to remain in the multivariable model was 0.05. We conducted scale examination for continuous predictor variables in the multivariable model. All possible interactions were assessed for significance (p-values < 0.05). We developed a final model conducting the un-weighted analysis using these rules for model selection. We then fitted the same model using the weighted analyses to compare the un-weighted and weighted analyses. The pseudo-maximum likelihood estimation for generalized linear mixed models with two or more than two levels using adaptive quadrature is implemented in GLLAMM a user written program included in STATA [14] .
Results
About 22.1% subjects aged 14 years and older sought medical care. The results of analysis of the NHSP data showed that the findings of the scaled weighted analysis generally agree with the un-weighted analysis (Table 1) . We found age, gender, marital status, household ownership of durable goods, urban/rural status, community development index, and province as significant predictors of health care utilization (p-value < 0.05). We also found two significant interactions; between gender and marital status, and between the community development index and urban/rural status respectively. The estimates of intraclass correlation from hierarchical modeling are useful and help to interpret the data results. The estimated variance (unobserved heterogeneity) of the random intercepts using an un-weighted analysis are 0.1355 (standard error 0.0348) for PSU level, and 0.2244 (standard error 0.0625) for household level respectively. Both estimates are significantly different from zero and indicate considerable heterogeneity in health care utilization with respect to households and PSUs that is unaccounted for by the predictor variables and should be adjusted for an adequate analysis. For the analysis of the NHSP data, the household level variability had not been considered and adjusted for in previous research reported in the literature [15] [16] . The estimated intra-class correlations, from the un-weighted analysis, for level two (households) and level three (PSUs) showed that about 6% of the overall variation in the response is due to variation between households and 4% is due to variation between PSUs.
The estimated variance of the random effects using scaling method 1 are 0.096 (standard error 0.033) for PSU level and 0.272 (standard error 0.099) for household level respectively. The variance of the random effects using scaling method 2 are estimated as 0.112 (standard error 0.033) for PSU level and 0.280 (standard error 0.105) for household level. Estimated intra-class correlation for scaling methods 1 and scaling method 2 for household level and PSU level are: household; ICC method1 = 0.080; ICC method2 = 0.076 and PSU; ICC method1 = 0.030; ICC method2 = 0.031, respectively. The estimates of regression coefficients and standard errors from the weighted analysis for a PSU level variable, province diverged somewhat from the un-weighted analysis. The effect of the PSU level variable province, was highly significant (p-value < 0.001) for all three provinces (relative to Baluchistan) in the un-weighted analysis but after weight adjustment this effect became marginal, except for the province Punjab (p-value = 0.01). The confidence intervals were narrow for the un-weighted analysis but due to larger standard errors the confidence intervals become wider under the two scaled weighted analyses (methods 1 and 2).
Another difference that was observed between the weighted and un-weighted analysis was the estimate of an interaction between two individual level variables (gender and marital status). The estimated regression coefficient and standard errors from the weighted analysis diverged slightly from the un-weighted analysis.
To explore the stability of the models we carried out a simulation study for three level complex survey data with a binary outcome to assess the impact of varying prevalence of the outcome, and ICC at each level on the accuracy of the estimates of MPML.
Simulation Study Involving Three Level Complex Survey Data for a Binary Outcome
We carried out a simulation study to assess the influence of different conditions on the parameter estimates using two weight scaling methods. It will determine which method provides less biased estimates for three level complex survey data [8] . A simulation study is needed as both weight scaling methods could be biased. This simulation is based on a multilevel logistic regression model. The multilevel logistic regression model is: A multistage cluster sampling design with stratification was employed to generate the data. The true values of the fixed effects and random effects parameters for the simulation study were specified within a reasonable range of the estimates from the MPML fit of three level NHSP data. The number of simulations we performed was decided based on detailed literature review, and on a sample size calculation suggested by Burton et al. [17] . We generated 200 datasets for each scenario for three level data of the size that we have considered.
We equated (1) and (2) The coverage should be approximately equal to the nominal coverage (95%).
An acceptable criterion for the coverage is that the coverage should not fall outside of approximately two SEs of the nominal coverage probability (p) [17] .
where ˆ0.95 p = and with B = 200 we get ( ) 0.015
Hence according to within 2 SEs criteria (0.95 ± 0.03) the acceptable range for the coverage is 92% -98%.
We also calculated the standardized bias that describes the bias as a percen- . A standardized bias greater than 40% in either direction has adverse impact on the bias, coverage and efficiency [17] .
The results of our simulation study indicate an acceptable bias for estimators of MPML for all scenarios. The performance of scaling method 1 is satisfactory (Table 2 ). In scenario 4 the variance components are showing relatively large bias compared to the fixed effects. The bias for PSU level variability for scenario 4 was largest for all parameter estimates among the four scenarios. The results suggest that the effect of ICC is somewhat pronounced when the prevalence is low but it is not substantial, this could be due to the large sample size we have for the simulated data. The coverage (if not in the acceptable range) is close to the nominal value for few parameter estimates with mostly the coverage falling within two SEs of the nominal coverage probability (p). The standardized bias is less than 40% for all scenarios for scaling method 1. Hence we conclude that this procedure does not have an adverse impact on bias, coverage and efficiency of parameter estimates of fixed and random effects in the sample size ballpark we have used.
The simulation results show that the performance of scaling method 1 is reasonable for 3 level data with a binary outcome. In simulation results of scaling method 2 we also found acceptable bias for the fixed effects and random effects parameters for all scenarios (Table 3 ). In scenario 4 we did not observe any substantial increase or decrease in bias of fixed effect parameter estimates from Table 2 . The bias and rate of coverage for fixed effects parameter estimates and variance component estimates for four different scenarios using scaling method 1 (200 simulations for 3 level data). is falling within 2 SEs of the nominal coverage probability (p). The standardized bias is less than 40% for all scenarios for scaling method 2 except for a variance component at household level of scenario 3 (41%). However, the latter is a rather small deviation.
Discussion
Parameter estimates of the 3-level logistic regression model obtained from un- Our simulation results showed that the performance of the scaled weighted estimators is satisfactory for scaling methods (1 and 2) for 3-level data with a binary outcome in all scenarios that we considered. The results of the analysis of health care utilization from the NHSP data are consistent with the results of the simulation study with regard to agreement between the two scaling methods.
When substantial divergence is found in inferential conclusion, it suggests that sampling weights are highly informative (the design weights are correlated to the response) and also the ICC may be larger [1] . Informative weights might be considered an important reason for the difference in the results of weighted and un-weighted analyses. We correlated the design weights with the outcome using t-test for two independent samples to check informativeness at each level in the NHSP data. The weights did not differ much at both levels (PSU level and household level) with respect to the binary response variable (p-value 0.04 and 0.045 respectively).
In our analysis of NHSP the standard errors for both the scaling methods are larger than those for the un-weighted analysis. The larger standard errors under the two scaled weighted analyses (methods 1 and 2) showed marginal divergence in inferential conclusion compared to un-weighted analysis.
Simulation studies [1] and [8] have recommended scaling method 1 for estimating between cluster variance. Our simulation results also show less bias for between cluster variance for MPML estimates for scaling method 1 for threelevel binary data. So we refer to the results of scaling method 1 for reporting the variance of the NHSP data. The performance of MPML is affected by the intraclass correlation [20] . As we observed in the multilevel analysis of the NHSP data, the ICCs are relatively small for both the un-weighted and weighted analysis.
This could be a reason for agreement in the results of the un-weighted and scaled-weighted methods.
We are unaware of any simulation study reported to date that has assessed the impact of different prevalence of the binary outcome, and ICCs at different clustering levels for three-level complex survey data on the bias of estimators of MPML using the two scaling methods. The results of our simulation will provide guidelines for future surveys with regard to obtaining unbiased estimates of MPML weighted analysis for three-level data with a binary outcome.
A simulation study assessed the influence of the prevalence of the outcome, and that of ICC for different sample sizes on the estimates of maximum marginal likelihood for two-level data. However, this study did not involve a complex survey design with weights [21] . Large bias was observed for low prevalence (10%) of the outcome when the size of the cluster was small, that is 5. Similarly, large bias was found for different values of ICCs with small sample size. The influence of ICC and prevalence seemed to be more pronounced when sample sizes were small. However in our simulation this is not the case probably due to the large sample size. In addition, Moineddin et al. [21] did not vary prevalence of the outcome and ICC simultaneously, whereas we varied these for 3 rd level and 2 nd level clusters simultaneously. Though we did not find any particular pattern in the bias with respect to varying prevalence of the outcome and ICCs, the bias of the variance component increased slightly when the ICC increased for both scaling methods. The sample weight scaling methods considered in this paper can be biased when the number of clusters is small. We can explore this further in future research by varying sample sizes at different levels for the various scenarios of our simulation. We can conclude that both scaling methods 1 and 2 are effective for complex survey designs for the sample size, cluster size, ICC and range of binary outcome prevalence we have considered.
Contextual phenomena are highly important for public health research. To measure the contextual aspect of health care utilization we used multilevel measures of variance and intra-cluster correlation in addition to fixed effects at different levels of clustering. Our analysis indicates that in rural areas more developed communities seek significantly more health care than lesser developed communities. However, in urban areas there was no significant difference among communities with different levels of development. Communities with low development index are illiterate and economically deprived. In Pakistan health care centers of good quality are generally located in urban areas, hence it seems that subjects from communities with low development index in rural areas do not have the resources and/or awareness to travel to urban areas for seeking health care. In addition, our analysis indicates marked differences with regard to health care utilization among the four provinces of Pakistan; Punjab being the most developed in this regard and Baluchistan being the least developed. Underdevelopment of Baluchistan in general is a phenomenon that the present Government and politicians of Pakistan are advocating to address.
Moreover, our analysis indicates that the socio-economic status of a household is associated with health care utilization; households belonging to higher socio-economic status seek significantly more health care. The people of Pakistan need to make progress in many areas including health behavior, and health care practices, and improve economic and social policy to improve the nation's overall health.
In our analysis of NHSP we found that social and economic factors have Data analysis is critical to formation of policy and program in the health sec-
tor, yet in low and middle income countries like Pakistan, there is little use of statistical information [22] . The policy implication of this study for Pakistan lies primarily in building confidence in the quality of data produced in the country and its subsequent analysis. Policy makers in Pakistan frequently make decisions without data (national and provincial surveys being weak). This study gives advocates a stronger position in relation to decision makers in the government, as they marshal data to promote their policies for reform. As we discussed earlier well designed economic policies, development of under developed geographical regions, the launch of mass health education and health promotion campaigns could be helpful to address the issues of unawareness about health care, its availability and accessibility to the Pakistani population.
